I did all of the work below by myself, i.e. took my answers from no one else. Signed, ________________

- **LIBRARIANS BY DISCIPLINE (LIBRARY WEBSITE):** Who is SPU’s Theology and Philosophy Librarian? Steve Perisho  Who its Natural Sciences Librarian? __________________________________________

- **SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY SECTION IN THE STACKS (LIBRARY SECOND LEVEL):** Write down the author and title of a book classed between BL239 and BL265 (inclusive) on the Library’s Second Level.
  
  Author: __________________________________________________
  
  Title: ___________________________________________________________________

- **LIBRARY DISCOVERY SYSTEM/CATALOG (LIBRARY WEBSITE):** How many hits does the Library catalog return when you search its Advanced Search area (Search Scoped to SPU Library only) as follows: in subject contains “Religion and science”? __________

  How many when Search Scoped to SPU Library + Summit? __________

- **DICTIONARIES AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS (REFERENCE COLLECTION, LIBRARY MAIN LEVEL):** Who contributed the article on “Creation” to the Encyclopedia of science and religion located at REF BL240.3 .E43 2003 on the Library’s Main Level? __________________________ Turn to the “List of Contributors” at the front of the first of the two volumes to find out where he or she taught: __________________________________________

- **COMPANIONS, HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC., as well as BOOKS ONLINE (LIBRARY WEBSITE):** Complete the following sentence: On p. 23 of his contribution to the online Blackwell companion to science and Christianity, ed. Stump & Padgett (2012) entitled “The Copernican Revolution and the Galileo Affair,” Maurice A. Finnociaro says, “In contrast to both the conflict and harmony theses, I claim that __________________________________________.”
• **ONLINE JOURNAL (LIBRARY WEBSITE):** Which article in issue no. 2 of vol. 14 (2016) of *Theology and science* is of the greatest interest to you personally?

• **ARTICLES IN DATABASES, SCIENCE (LIBRARY WEBSITE):** Run the following search in the SPU database *Biological Abstracts* ("molecular genetics" in Subjects AND ethic* OR moral* in Title), scroll down until you encounter the "REVIEW SUMMARY" by Bredenoord, Clevers, and Knoblich published in the "JAN 20 2017" issue of the important journal *Science*, and provide its title:

• **ARTICLES IN DATABASES, PHILOSOPHY (LIBRARY WEBSITE):** Use the SPU database *PhilPapers* to identify an article on *creation* and *evol*.

• Having completed this exercise, I would offer the following brief observation on what was new to me: